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ABSTRACT. Design of security protocols is notoriously error-prone. For this
reason, it is required to use formal methods to analyze their security properties.
In the paper we present a formal analysis of the Canvas protocol. The Canvas pro-

tocol was developed by Harald Vogt and should provide data integrity in Wireless
Sensor Networks. However, Dieter Gollmann published an attack on the protocol.
We consider the fallacy of the Canvas scheme in different models of the attacker
and present a solution for correcting the scheme. We propose a formal model of the
fixed Canvas protocol in the applied pi-calculus. This model includes a model of
the network topology, communication channels, captured nodes, and capabilities

of the attacker. Moreover, we formulate and analyze the data integrity property
of the scheme in the semantic model of the applied pi-calculus. We prove that
the fixed Canvas scheme, in the presence of an active adversary, provides data in-
tegrity of messages assuming that captured nodes are not direct neighbors in the
communication graph of a sensor network. Finally, we discuss the applicability of
the proposed formal model for analysis of other WSN security protocols.

1. Introduction

The development of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) was originally moti-
vated by military applications. However, WSNs are now used in many civilian
applications including environment monitoring, home automation, and traffic
control. Recent advances in electronics and wireless technologies have enabled
the development of large scale sensor networks which consist of many low-power,
low-cost, and small-sized sensor nodes.

According to the above mentioned applications of sensor networks, it is im-
portant to ensure security properties such as confidentiality, authenticity, and
data integrity. Traditional security techniques such as protocols for key establish-
ment and authentication cannot be applied directly, because sensor devices are
limited in their computation, energy, and communication capabilities. Moreover,
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they are often deployed in accessible areas, where capture by an attacker is pos-
sible. In literature, a sensor device is not considered tamper-resistant. Making
all devices of a sensor network tamper-proof would be impossible in general due
to increased costs. This way, the attacker can copy all secrets from a device and
fully determine its operation. Furthermore, the typical communication in WSNs
is not point-to-point, but one-to-many, or many-to-one. Therefore, standard se-
curity solutions such as SSH or SSL protocols cannot be applied directly and the
design of security protocols for WSNs has become a challenge in the computer
security research field. Many protocols originally designed for WSNs have been
developed [12]. We focus on the Canvas scheme [11] which should provide data
integrity in a sensor network.

Since design of security protocols is notoriously error-prone, it is necessary to
model and analyze their security properties formally. The seminal work on for-
mal analysis of WSN security protocols was done in the paper [8]. The authors
used themodel checking tool AVISPA [3] and modeled and analyzed TinySec [12]
combined with LEAP [12] protocol in various communication scenarios. They
analyzed the protocols in the standard Dolev-Yao model of the attacker. In this
model, the communication network is described vaguely. On the other hand,
in order to analyze WSN security protocols we need a formal model which ade-
quately expresses the network topology and communication channels. Developing
a more detailed model of the attacker was formulated as a challenge in the com-
puter security research field [6]. We propose a formal model of a fixed Canvas
scheme in the applied pi-calculus, which includes a model of the network topol-
ogy, communication channels, captured nodes, and capabilities of the attacker.
Moreover, we show a technique how to formulate and prove security properties
of the Canvas scheme in the proposed formal model.

This paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the Canvas pro-
tocol. The section following next discusses various models of the attacker with
respect to capabilities of the attacker. This section also depicts a security fallacy
of the Canvas protocol and provides a solution for correcting the scheme. In Sec-
tion 4 we present a formal model of the fixed Canvas protocol in the applied
pi-calculus. In Section 5 we formulate and analyze the data integrity property
of the scheme in the semantic model of the applied pi-calculus. The last section
presents our conclusions and discusses the applicability of the proposed formal
model for analysis of other WSN security protocols.

2. The Canvas protocol

A sensor network can be represented by a communication graph G = (V,E),
where nodes from V represent sensor devices and edges from E ⊆ V × V estab-
lished communication links. A path in a graph G is a sequence of distinct nodes
from V, such that from each of its nodes there is an edge from E to the next
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node in the sequence. A length of a path is the number of edges in the path. Let
πl(G) denote the set of all paths of the length l in a graph G. We define a set of
i-hop neighbors Ni(v) of a node v ∈ V as the set of nodes u ∈ V such that there
exists a path ρ ∈ πi(G) starting in v and ending in u.

The Canvas protocol was designed by H. V o g t and published in [9], [10], [11].
It should provide data integrity or data origin authentication [7] in a sensor
network under the assumption that captured nodes are isolated, i.e., captured
nodes are not direct neighbors in a communication graph. We also assume that
there exists an algorithm for routing a message in the network. Each node shares
secret keys with nodes that are one or two hops away as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. A simple sensor network with established keys in the Canvas scheme.

Message authentication codes—MACs [7] are used to protect the integrity of
a message between nodes which share a secret key. LetKAB denote the key shared
between the nodes A, B and h(m,KAB) denote the MAC of a message m using
the shared key KAB . For the sake of simplicity, we demonstrate the functionality
of the Canvas scheme on a simple sensor network (Fig. 1). The node A wants to
initiate the transmission of a message m which must contain the identification
of the initiating node A. It selects two nodes

B ∈ N1(A), C ∈ N2(A)

on a valid communication path determined by a routing algorithm.

The node A computes authenticators h(m,KAB), h(m,KAC) and sends the mes-
sage m,h(m,KAB), C, h(m,KAC) to the node B.

In the message routing we consider two cases when a node receives a message.
In the first one, a node processes a message which was just initiated by the
original sender. The second case is more general, a node receives a message
which was not sent by the original sender and has to forward it towards the
selected destination.
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• 1-hop after initiation. The node B receives a message m1, . . . ,m4 from A.
It checks whether m1 contains the identification of the node A and com-
pares the authenticator h(m1, KAB) with received m2. If the tests succeed,
the node B accepts the message. Then, it nominates a next node in the
route following the node m3 = C, for example, the node D ∈ N2(B). Then,
the node B computes authenticators h(m1, KBC), h(m1, KBD) and finally
sends the routed message m1, A, m4, h(m1, KBC), D, h(m1, KBD) to the
node C.

• Normal routing. The node C receives a message m1, . . . ,m6 from B.
It verifies whether

– the node A = m2 is a two-hop neighbor, i.e., A ∈ N2(C), and
h(m1, KAC) = m3;

– B is a one-hop neighbor, i.e., B ∈ N1(C), and
h(m1, KBC) = m4.

If the tests succeed, the node B accepts the message. The next hop D
in the route has been already chosen by B. However, the node C selects
the next-next hop E ∈ N2(C) from the set of 2-hop neighbors on the valid
path. Finally, it sends the routed message m1, B, m6, h(m1, KCD), E,
h(m1, KCE) to the node D. Similarly, the node D continues in routing of
the message.

3. A model of the attacker and the security fallacy of the

Canvas scheme

In this section we discuss a model of the attacker for formal analysis of WSN
protocols with respect to formal analysis of the Canvas scheme. In the standard
Dolev-Yao model, the attacker has the complete control over the communication
network—he can eavesdrop, block, modify, insert, and replay messages. The at-
tacker is also able to manipulate observed messages, i.e., compose and decompose
them. On the other hand, the attacker is limited by perfect cryptography—he
does not try to exploit any weakness in the cryptographic algorithms, but he
can use some algebraic properties of cryptographic primitives. Furthermore, the
communication network is left without details in the Dolev-Yao model. However,
we need a formal model which adequately expresses the network topology and
communication channels in order to analyze WSN security protocols. Moreover,
we need to define the abilities of the attacker with respect to captured nodes.
We discuss extensions of the Dolev-Yao model regarding to formal analysis of
the Canvas scheme. Then, we describe the security fallacy of the Canvas scheme
in the discussed models. Finally, we propose a solution for correcting the Canvas
scheme.
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3.1. Extensions of the Dolev-Yao model

Division into phases. The lifetime of a sensor network consists of several
phases including: pre-deployment initialization of nodes; physical nodes deploy-
ment ; neighbor discovery ; neighbor authentication; key establishment ; opera-
tional phase of the sensor network. Each phase of a sensor network provides
diverse goals, takes various time, and requires different security assumptions.
We can analyze each phase separately. Moreover, in each phase we can modify
the model of the attacker in order to exactly define his abilities with respect
to the character of the phase. During the analysis—in a certain phase—we can
also assume that goals of the previous phases were achieved. For instance, in the
case of the Canvas protocol we focus on the analysis in the operational phase
of the sensor network and assume that the sensor network is already deployed.
Moreover, each node knows its local topology and has established shared keys
with nodes from the sets of one-hop and two-hop neighbors.

The weak model of the attacker. H. V o g t proposed [10] the adversary
model in which the attacker is able to capture a sensor device, gain control
over it, and reprogram it. On the other hand, only nodes that were presented
in the previous phases of the sensor network are allowed to participate in the
network and the attacker cannot have access to the network with his own device.
Moreover, captured devices can communicate only via established communica-
tion links of the sensor network. There is no channel between them and the
adversary. This way, we call this model of the attacker weak. In our opinion, it
is problematic to model a cooperative strategy of captured nodes formally. This
way, we consider this model unsuitable for a formal analysis.

D. G o l l m a n n showed an attack on the Canvas protocol in the paper [6]
assuming the above mentioned weak model. Let the nodes A,C from Fig. 1
be compromised and have a predefined cheating strategy. They want to cheat
the node E with a fake message m′ in which some honest node is marked
as the originator. The honest node D initiates sending of a message m, i.e.,
nominates next hops A,B in the route, computes corresponding authentica-
tors h(m,KAD), h(m,KBD), and sends the routed message to A. The compro-
mised node A nominates C as the next hop following B. It computes authen-
ticators h(m,KAB), h(m

′, KAE) and sends them along with h(m,KBD) in the
routed message to B. The node B cannot distinguish between the received
fake authenticator h(m′, KAE) and the correct value h(m,KAC). The node B
follows routing of the message m, selects the node E as the next-next hop,
computes MACs h(m,KBC), h(m,KBE), and sends them along with the fake au-
thenticator h(m′, KAE) in the routed message to the node C. The compromised
node C follows the predefined malicious strategy and receives the authenticator
h(m′, KAE) for the fake messagem′ from B. It selects the node F as the next-next
hop, computes h(m′, KCE), h(m

′, KCF ), and sends them along with h(m′, KAE)
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in the routed message to E. The node E checks whether the node C is a one-
-hop neighbor, the node A a two-hop neighbor, and all received authenticators.
Then, it accepts the fake message m′ even though compromised nodes A,C are
isolated.

The strong model of the attacker.We propose a model of the attacker, which
differs from the above mentioned model. The adversary is able to capture a device
and copy all stored data including secrets from the device. Moreover, the attacker
can use pre-established communication links of the captured devices by using
his own device. Furthermore, we can define the initial knowledge of the attacker
including the knowledge about the network topology and communication links.
This way, we call this model strong. In our opinion, the strong model is more
suitable for a formal analysis. Moreover, this model is “stronger” than the weak
model, because we can easily simulate an attack from the weak model. Roughly
speaking, the attacker knows all secrets from captured devices and a strategy of
the captured nodes from the attack in the weak model. The attacker simulates
the attack from the weak model following the predefined malicious strategy of
the captured nodes. Note that the attack is realized by using an attacker’s device
which substitutes for the captured nodes in the sensor network.

In the strong model, the attack on the Canvas scheme is simpler and better
explains the fallacy of the scheme. First, the attacker obtains all secrets from
the captured nodes A,C including the keys KAE , KCE , KCF . Then, he computes
authenticators h(m′, KAE), h(m

′, KCE), h(m
′, KCF ) and prepares the routed mes-

sage of a fake messagem′ of the false route A → C → E → F. Via the established
channel between C and E he sends the routed message to the node E parad-
ing as C. The node E checks whether the node C is a one-hop neighbor, the
node A is a two-hop neighbor, and all received authenticators. Then, the node E
accepts the fake message m′ and follows to propagate the message m′ to the
node F.

3.2. Correcting the Canvas protocol

In the above described security fault, we assume that captured nodes are
isolated. A routed node checks two authenticators from previous hops in the
route in order to verify the integrity of a message. One honest node from previous
hops should protect against cheating by an adversary. However, there exists the
above described attack. It is based on the fault of the protocol, which allows the
node to accept the message in the route where two captured nodes directly follow.
The node E accepts the message m′ in the invalid route A → C → E → F, even
though the nodes A,C are captured.

In order to fix the scheme we need to avoid invalid routes in the sensor network
as was suggested in [6]. However, it is sufficient to check whether previous hops in
the route are on a valid communication path. This way, a node v during receiving
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a routed message from a previous hop p1 and a previous-previous hop p2 not only
checks whether p1 ∈ N1(v) and p2 ∈ N2(v), but it needs to verify whether p2p1v
is a valid path, i.e., p2p1v ∈ π2(G). Note that the knowledge of a node about the
local topology was specified as an assumption in [11] and it is used implicitly
in the routing algorithm by selecting a next-next hop on a valid path. Thus,
we do not add new requirements for previous phases of the protocol. However,
we specify explicitly what is necessary to assume and check in the operational
phase of the Canvas protocol.

Example. In the example we show the proposed fix of the Canvas scheme on the
simple sensor network from Fig. 1. By controlling the validity of the routed path
of previous hops, the node E accepts a routed message from the previous hop C
only when a previous-previous hop is B, or D. In the attack in the strong model,
the attacker sends the message m′, A, h(m′, KAE), F, h(m

′, KCE), h(m
′, KCF ) to

the node E parading as C. The node E—instead of checking whether C is a one-
hop and A a two-hop neighbor—checks whether the path ACE is valid. The
test fails and the node E correctly rejects the routed message without observing
authenticators.

4. A formal model of the fixed Canvas protocol

4.1. The applied-pi calculus

The applied pi-calculus [1] is a language for describing concurrent processes
and their interactions. It is based on the pi-calculus, but is intended to be less
pure and therefore more convenient to use. Moreover, the applied pi-calculus
allows us to define less usual communication and cryptographic primitives by
defining function symbols and some equivalences on terms. We briefly describe
the syntax and the operational semantics of the applied pi-calculus from the
paper [4]. In the set of function symbols we distinguish between constructors and
destructors. Constructors are used to build terms. On the other hand, destructors
do not appear in terms, but only manipulate terms in processes. Moreover,
we distinguish between private and public function symbols. Public function
symbols can be used by an adversary, but he is forbidden to use private ones.
The set of terms is built from names, variables and constructors applied to other
terms. Note that the terms are untyped and the calculus is monadic.

Syntax and informal semantics. Plain processes are defined as follows. The
nil process 0 does nothing; νa.P generates a fresh name a and then behaves
as P ; if M = N then P else Q behaves as P if M = N and as Q otherwise;
P |Q executes P and Q in parallel; !P generates an unbounded number of copies
of P ; event M.P executes an event M and then behaves as P ; N(x).P receives
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a message M on a channel N and then behaves as P{M/x}, where x is bound
to the input message M ; N〈M 〉.P outputs a message M on a channel N and
then executes P. Note that channels can be arbitrary terms, not only names. We
abbreviate if M = N then P when Q = 0 and a batch of parallel compositions
P1| . . . |Pn as

∏n

i=1 Pi.

The name a is bound in the process νa.P. The variable x is bound in P
in the processes N(x).P and let x = M in P. A process is closed if it has
no free variables; it may have free names. The process let x = g(M1, . . . ,Mn)
in P else Q tries to evaluate g(M1, . . . ,Mn); if it succeeds, then x is bound to
the result and P is executed, else Q is executed. More precisely, the semantics
of a destructor g of arity n is given by a set def(g) of rewrite rules of the
form g(M1, . . . ,Mn) −→ M, where M1, . . . ,Mn,M are terms without names,
and the variables of M also occur in M1, . . . ,Mn. We extend these rules by
g(M ′

1, . . . ,M
′

n) −→ M ′ if and only if there exist a substitution σ and a rewrite
rule g(M1, . . . ,Mn) −→ M in def(g) such that M ′

i = σMi for all i ∈ {1, . . . n},
and M ′ = σM.

Operational semantics and traces. We use the definition of operational se-
mantics of the applied pi-calculus from the paper [4]. This semantics is superfi-
cially different from [1] where is defined using structural congruence relation and
reduction relation on processes. However, it provides simplification in a definition
of the data integrity property and in a proof that the property holds.

A semantic configuration is a pair E,P where the environment E is a fi-
nite set of names and P is a finite multiset of closed processes. The environ-
ment E must contain at least all free names of processes in P. The semantic
configuration {a1, . . . , an}, {P1, . . . , Pm} corresponds intuitively to the process
νa1 . . . νan(P1| . . . |Pm). The semantics of the calculus is defined by a reduction
relation −→ on semantic configurations as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the equality
in conditional rules 6–7 means syntactic equality.

We say that a trace T = E0,P0 −→n En,Pn satisfies message (N,M ) and
denote T �m (N,M ) if and only if the trace T contains a reduction E,P ∪
{

N〈M 〉.Q,N(x).P
}

−→ E,P∪
{

Q,P{M/x}
}

for some E,P, x, P,Q. Intuitively,
the trace satisfies message (N,M ) when the message M has been sent on the
channel N.

We say that a trace T = E0,P0 −→n En,Pn satisfies event M and de-
note T �e M if and only if T contains a reduction E,P ∪ {event M.P} −→
E,P ∪ {P} for some E,P, P. Intuitively, the trace satisfies event M when the
event M has been executed.

We say that a trace T ′ = E′

0,P
′

0 −→q E′

q,P
′

q is a subtrace of a trace T =
E0,P0 −→n En,Pn and denote T ′ � T if and only if q ≤ n and the trace
T ′ is equal to the trace T up to qth reduction, i.e., E′

0 = E0,P
′

0 = P0, . . . ,
E′

q = Eq,P
′

q = Pq.
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1. E,P ∪ {0} −→ E,P

2. E,P ∪ {!P} −→ E,P ∪ {P, !P}

3. E,P ∪ {P |Q} −→ E,P ∪ {P,Q}

4. E,P ∪ {νa.P} −→ E ∪ {a′},P ∪
{

P{a′/a}
}

, where a′ 6∈ E

5. E,P ∪ {N〈M 〉.Q,N(x).P} −→ E,P ∪
{

Q,P{M/x}
}

6. E,P ∪ {if M = M then P else Q} −→ E,P ∪ {P}

7. E,P ∪ {if M = N then P else Q} −→ E,P ∪ {Q}, if M 6= N

8. E,P ∪ {event M.P} −→ E,P ∪ {P}

9. E,P ∪ {let x = g(M1, . . . ,Mn) in P else Q} −→ E,P ∪
{

P{M ′/x}
}

if g(M1, . . . ,Mn) −→ M ′

10. E,P ∪ {let x = g(M1, . . . ,Mn) in P else Q} −→ E,P ∪ {Q}

if there exists no M ′ such that g(M1, . . . ,Mn) −→ M ′

Figure 2. Operational semantics of the applied pi-calculus.

4.2. The formal model of the fixed Canvas scheme

Public function symbols. For the sake of clarity, we use formatted routed
messages R1, R2 with fixed number of fields in the formal model of the scheme.
We introduce public constructors R1/5, R2/7. Public constructors T2/2, T3/3 are
used for creating tuples. However, we denote tuples using standard notation as
( , ), or ( , , ). In addition, we introduce inverse, unary function symbols–

–public destructors FR1

1 , . . . , FR1

5 for selecting a field in the routed message R1.

This way, we add rewrite rules FR1

i

(

R1(x1, . . . , xi, . . . , x5)
)

−→ xi. Similarly, we

add rewrite rules for the public destructors FR2

1 , . . . , FR2

7 for the formatted mes-

sage R2 and public destructors FT2

1 , FT2

2 , FT3

1 , FT3

2 , FT3

3 in order to select a field in
a tuple. Note that we use formatted messages only for clarity. They have similar
properties as tuples and the attacker can modify the tags R1, R2. Therefore, the
tags do not provide any security protection.

In order to model Message Authentication Codes we introduce a binary func-
tion symbol—a public constructor h/2, with no corresponding destructor. The
fact that h(m, k) = h(m′, k′) only when m = m′ and k = k′ models that h is
collision-free. The absence of a destructor for h models the one-wayness of h.

Processes of the fixed Canvas protocol. We define a formal model of the
Canvas scheme for a sensor network. The network is represented by a commu-
nication graph G = (V,E), where |V | = nG. We distinguish between two kinds
of nodes: captured and honest. Let a set of captured nodes be C ⊆ V and a set
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of honest nodes V \ C. Note that the communication graph and the set of cap-
tured nodes are static and do not change during the operational phase of the
protocol.

An active adversary is represented by any closed process interacting with the
below defined process WSN(G,C), which has a set of public names in its ini-
tial knowledge, can use public function symbols, and does not contain events.
Actions of the attacker are not explicitly defined. However, the initial knowl-
edge of the attacker contains a free name of the public “attacker” channel cA.
In the beginning, the attacker obtains identifications and channels of captured
nodes from the process WSN(G,C). The attacker can use these channels for
receiving messages. Moreover, he retrieves identifications and communication
channels of nodes which are direct neighbors of captured nodes. The attacker
can communicate via these channels. He also gains information about the local
topology of the captured nodes and all shared keys of the captured nodes es-
tablished with their neighbors up to the distance two. On the other hand, the
attacker is forbidden to communicate via private channels.

The whole process of the sensor network WSN(G,C) is defined for a commu-
nication graph G = (V,E) and a set of captured nodes C ⊆ V as

WSN(G,C) = νidv1
. . . νidvnG

. νcv1
. . . νcvnG

. νk1 . . . νkt .

(Topology | Select | Select⋆ | Channel | Key |
∏nG

i=1Node).

First, for all nodes v1, . . . , vnG
∈ V there are generated names idv1

, . . . , idvnG

for their identification and fresh names cv1
, . . . , cvnG

of their communication
channels. There are also created all fresh keys k1, . . . , kt individually shared
in each pair of nodes from V when their distance is up to two. Then, the whole
process consists of the parallel composition of processes:

• Topology distributes mainly information about the local topology of nodes.
First, the process executes an event CAPTURED(idu) for each captured
node u ∈ C and an event HONEST(idv) for each honest node v ∈ V \ C.
Then, the process sends:

– a message (idv, cv) on the “attacker” public channel cA for each cap-
tured node v ∈ C and for each v ∈ V \C, such that there exist u ∈ C
and u ∈ N1(v);

– a message (idv0
, idv1

, idv2
) on the “attacker” public channel cA for all

nodes v0, v1, v2 ∈ V, such that v0 ∈ C and v0v1v2 ∈ π2(G);
– a message (idu, idv, ki) on the “attacker” public channel cA for each

key ki shared between a captured node u ∈ C and a node v ∈ V ;
– a message (idv, cv) on the private channel pTop for each node v ∈ V.

Later, the process provides information about the local topology of a node.
For all nodes v0, v1, v2 ∈ V the process contains the parallel composition of

!pV(idv2
, idv1

, idv0
)〈true〉, if v2v1v0 ∈ π2(G) and !pV(idv2

, idv1
, idv0

)〈false〉,
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otherwise. This way, a node x0 can check the validity of a path x2x1x0 via
the private channel pV(x2, x1, x0).

• Select chooses two nodes on a valid path starting in a requested node non-
-deterministically. For all nodes v0, v1, v2 ∈ V, such that v0v1v2 ∈ π2(G),

the process contains the parallel composition of !pS(idv0
)〈(idv1

, idv2
)〉. This

way, a node x can receive a non-deterministic choice of two nodes on a valid
path starting in x via the private channel pS(x).

• Select⋆ chooses a next-next hop on a valid path non-deterministically. For
all nodes v0, v1, v2 ∈ V, such that v0v1v2 ∈ π2(G), the process contains

the parallel composition of !pS⋆(idv0
, idv1

)〈idv2
〉. A node x can receive an

nondeterministic choice of a next-next hop which follows a next hop y on
a valid path via the private channel pS

⋆

(x, y).

• Key provides access to established shared keys. In the beginning of the pro-
cess WSN(G,C), exactly one key is generated for each pair of nodes when
the distance between them is up to two. For each key ki shared between
nodes u, v ∈ V, such that the distance between them is up to two, the pro-

cess contains the parallel composition of !pK(idu, idv)〈ki〉|!pK(idv, idu)〈ki〉.
A node x can receive the key shared with a node y via the private channel
pK(x, y).

• Channel provides a name of the communication channel of a node for its

direct neighbor. The process is defined as
∏nG

i=1!p
Ch(idvi

)〈cvi
〉. A node can

receive the name of communication channel of a node x via the private
channel pCh(x).

• Node describes the behavior of a sensor device as shown in Fig. 3.

First, the process Node obtains its identification id and the fresh channel c for
listening and receiving messages via the private channel pTop (line 1). Then, the
process consists of the parallel composition of processes:

• Message initiation (lines 2–4). The process creates a new message m and
marks the initiation of the message in the event INIT(m, id) (line 2). Via
private channels, it receives nondeterministic selections of next hops n1, n2

on the valid path, corresponding keys k1, k2 individually shared with the
selected next hops n1, n2, and the communication channel c1 of the next
hop n1 (line 3). Finally, the process sends the routed message R1 on the
channel c1 (line 4).

• 1-hop after initiation (lines 5–9). The process receives a routed message R1

on its channel c from a sender p1—the previous hop in the route (line 5).
A next hop in the route is assigned in the variable n1 and an authentica-
tor designated for n1 in the variable h2 (line 5). Then, the process checks
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Node ,

1. pTop(id, c) .

( //Message initiation

2. !νm . event INIT(m, id) .

3. pS(id)((n1, n2)) . p
K(id, n1)(k1) . p

K(id, n2)(k2) . p
Ch(n1)(c1) .

4. c1〈R1(id, (id,m), h((id,m), k1), n2, h((id,m), k2))〉 ) |

( //1-hop after initiation

5. !c(R1(p1, (o,m), h1, n1, h2)) .

6. if o = p1 then pK(id, p1)(k3) .

7. if h1 = h((o,m), k3) then event ACCEPT(m, o, id) .

8. pS
⋆

(id, n1)(n2) . p
K(id, n1)(k1) . p

K(id, n2)(k2) . p
Ch(n1)(c1) .

9. c1〈R2(id, (o,m), p1, h2, h((o,m), k1), n2, h((o,m), k2))〉 ) |

( //Normal routing

10. !c(R2(p1, (o,m), p2, h2, h1, n1, h3)) .

11. pV(p2, p1, id)(x) . if x = true then

12. pK(id, p1)(k1) . p
K(id, p2)(k2) .

13. if h1 = h((o,m), k1) then if h2 = h((o,m), k2) then

14. event ACCEPT(m, o, id) .

15. pS
⋆

(id, n1)(n2) . p
K(id, n1)(k3) . p

K(id, n2)(k4) . p
Ch(n1)(c1) .

16. c1〈R2(id, (o,m), p1, h3, h((o,m), k3), n2, h((o,m), k4))〉 )

Figure 3. The process Node.

whether the identification of the sender p1 is correctly included in the re-
ceived message as the originator of the message, i.e., o = p1 (line 6). Then,
it obtains a key k3 shared with the previous hop p1 and checks the validity
of a received authenticator h1 from the previous hop p1 (lines 6–7). If the
test succeeds, it marks the acceptance of the message m originated from
the node o = p1 in the event ACCEPT(m, o, id) (line 7). Via private chan-
nels, the process obtains a next-next hop n2 in the route, corresponding
keys k1, k2 individually shared with the selected next hops n1, n2, and the
communication channel c1 of the next hop n1 (line 8). Finally, the process
sends the routed message R2 on the channel c1 (line 9).

• Normal routing (lines 10–16). The process receives a message R2 on its
channel c from a sender p1 – the previous hop in the route (line 10).
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The received message R2 contains an original message (o,m) from the
originator o. A next hop is assigned in the variable n1 and an authen-
ticator designated for n1 in the variable h1. A previous-previous hop is
assigned in the variable p2 and an authenticator from the node p2 in the
variable h2 (line 10). Then, the process checks the validity of the path
p2p1id following the proposed fix of the scheme mentioned in Section 3
(line 11). If the test succeeds, the node obtains secret keys k1, k2 indi-
vidually shared with the previous hops p1, p2 (line 12). The process also
checks the validity of authenticators h1, h2 received from previous hops
p1, p2 (line 13). If all the tests succeed, the process marks the acceptance
of the message m originated from o in the event ACCEPT(m, o, id) (line
14). Via private channels, the process obtains a next-next hop n2 in the
route, corresponding keys k3, k4 individually shared with the selected next
hops n1, n2, and the communication channel c1 of the next hop n1 (line
15). Finally, the process sends the routed message R2 on the channel c1
(line 16).

5. Formal analysis of the integrity propertyDefinition 1 (Data integrity). We say that a trace T = E0,P0 −→n En,Pn
satisfies the data integrity property if and only if in all subtraces T ′ � T there
holds:

(

T ′ �e HONEST(z) ∧T ′ �e ACCEPT(x, y, z)
)

⇒
(

T ′ �e INIT(x, y)∨T ′ �e CAPTURED(y)
)

.

Intuitively, a trace satisfies the data integrity property when during all re-
ductions of the trace if an honest node z accepts a message x originated from
a node y, then the node y has already initiated the message x or the node y is
captured.Lemma 1. For an arbitrary communication graph G, a set of captured nodes C,
and for all traces T of the corresponding process WSN(G,C), in the presence of
an active adversary,

• T �m (c,m′) and T �m
(

pK(r, s), k
)

,

•
(

FR2

4 (m′) = h((o,m), k), or FR2

5 (m′) = h((o,m), k), or

FR1

3 (m′) = h((o,m), k)
)

,

• T �e HONEST(r) and T �e HONEST(s), imply that

T �e INIT(m, o), or T �e ACCEPT(m, o, s), or T �e ACCEPT(m, o, r).
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P r o o f. A routed message m′ of the form R1, or R2 was sent on some channel c.
The message contains a term h

(

(o,m), k
)

. The key k is shared between two
honest nodes r, s. With respect to the definition of the process WSN(G,C), the
key k is not published on the “attacker” channel cA in the process Topology.
According to the definition of the process Node, the creating and sending of the
term h

(

(o,m), k
)

(Fig. 3 lines 4, 9, 16) by nodes r, s can be done after marking

corresponding events. The term h
(

(o,m), k
)

could be created by the honest
nodes r, s:

• in the message initiation (Fig. 3 line 4). Then (r = o, or s = o) and the
event INIT(m, o) must be executed,

• in the message routing (Fig. 3 lines 9, 16). Then, at least one from the
events ACCEPT(m, o, s), ACCEPT(m, o, r) must be executed.

Let us assume, that none from the events ACCEPT(m, o, r), ACCEPT(m, o, s),
INIT(m, o) occurs in the trace T . Therefore, the term h

(

(o,m), k
)

must be cre-
ated by the attacker. For this purpose, the key k must be in his knowledge.
On the other hand, the key k is not published on the attacker channel cA in
the process Topology, since the nodes r, s are honest. Moreover, the attacker is
forbidden to use private channels pK(r, s), pK(s, r). He is not able to deduce k
from eavesdropping the communication in the trace T , because the key k can be
sent by honest nodes r, s (Fig. 3 lines 4, 9, 16) only in a term h( , k) and in the
set of function symbols there is no destructor for the function h/2. Therefore, at
least one event from INIT(m, o), ACCEPT(m, o, s), ACCEPT(m, o, r) must occur
in the trace T . �Theorem 2. For an arbitrary communication graph G and a set of captured
nodes C, assuming that captured nodes are isolated in G, it holds that all traces T
of the corresponding process WSN(G,C), in the presence of an active adversary,
satisfy the data integrity property.

P r o o f. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Let us assume that the state-
ment is not true. Therefore, there exists some communication graph G′ and the
set of captured nodes C′, where captured nodes from C′ are isolated in G′. There
also exists a closed process that represents the active adversary interacting with
the process WSN(G′, C′). For the whole process there exists a trace which does
not satisfy the integrity property. Hence, there must exist its subtrace T ′ =
E′

0,P
′

0 −→n E′

n,P
′

n, such that m′, o′, id′ exist and T ′ �e ACCEPT(m′, o′, id′),
T ′ �e HONEST(id′), T ′ 6�e INIT(m′, o′), T ′ 6�e CAPTURED(o′).

From the trace T ′, we take two subtraces T ′′, T ′′′ � T ′, in order to have two
traces T ′′ = E′

0,P
′

0 −→q E′

q,P
′

q and T ′′′ = E′

0,P
′

0 −→q−1 E′

q−1,P
′

q−1, where
q ≤ n. Moreover, there exists id′′ ∈ E′

q−1 such that T ′′ �e ACCEPT(m′, o′, id′′),
T ′′′ �e HONEST(id′′), and there is no x ∈ E′

q−1 such that T ′′′ �e HONEST(x)
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and T ′′′ �e ACCEPT(m′, o′, x). From the trace T ′, it holds T ′′′ 6�e INIT(m′, o′)
and T ′′′ 6�e CAPTURED(o′). Intuitively, the honest node id′′ is the first honest
node that accepts the message m′ originated from o′ exactly at qth reduction
step in the trace T ′. Therefore, in the trace T ′′′, which is a subtrace of T ′ of the
length q − 1 reductions, the message m′ originated from o′ is not accepted by
any honest node x. Note that the node id′′ can be the same node as id′.

According to the definition of the process Node, the node id′′ receives its
name id′′ and the channel name c′′ on the private channel pTop. More formally,
there exists c′′ ∈ E′

q−1, such that T ′′′ �m
(

pTop, (id′′, c′′)
)

.

We consider two cases, when the event ACCEPT(m′, o′, id′′) could occur in the
trace T ′′:

• 1-hop after initiation. According to the definition of the appropriate part
of the process Node (Fig. 3 lines 5–7), there must exist k′′ ∈ E′

q−1, such
that

T ′′′ �m
(

pK(id′′, o′), k′′
)

, T ′′′ �m
(

c′′, R1(o
′, (o′,m′), h((o′,m′), k′′), , )

)

.

With respect to the definition of the process Topology from the fact
T ′′′ 6�e CAPTURED(o′) we obtain T ′′′ �e HONEST(o′). However, together
with T ′′′ 6�e ACCEPT(m′, o′, o′), T ′′′ 6�e ACCEPT(m′, o′, id′′), and T ′′′ 6�e

INIT(m′, o′), this contradicts Lemma 1.

• Normal routing. According to the definition of the appropriate part of the
process Node (Fig. 3 lines 10–14), there must exist k′′1 , k

′′

2 , p
′′

1 , p
′′

2 ∈ E′

q−1,
such that

T ′′′ �m (pK(id′′, p′′1), k
′′

1 ), T
′′′ �m

(

pK(id′′, p′′2), k
′′

2

)

,

and T ′′′ �m
(

c′′, R2(p
′′

1 , (o
′,m′), p′′2 , h

(

(o′,m′), k′′2
)

, h((o′,m′), k′′1 ), , )
)

. We
observe all possibilities according to the honesty of the previous hops p′′1 , p

′′

2 :
– Both previous hops are captured, i.e., T ′′′ �e CAPTURED(p′′) and

T ′′′ �e CAPTURED(p′′2). With respect to the definition of the process
Node (Fig. 3 line 11), we have T ′′′ �m

(

pV(p′′2 , p
′′

1 , id
′′), true

)

. Ac-
cording to the definition of the process Topology, the path p′′2p

′′

1 id
′′

is the valid path of the length two. Nevertheless, the existence of
the captured nodes p′′1 , p

′′

2 which are direct neighbors contradicts the
assumption.

– At least one from previous hops is honest, i.e., T ′′′ �e HONEST(p′′),
where p′′ ∈ {p′′1 , p

′′

2}. Nevertheless, facts T ′′′ 6�e ACCEPT(m′, o′, id′′),
T ′′′ 6�e ACCEPT(m′, o′, p′′), and T ′′′ 6�e INIT(m′, o′) are in contradic-
tion with Lemma 1.

�
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6. Conclusion

The Dolev-Yao model does not adequately express the network topology and
communication channels of security protocols for WSNs. Developing a more de-
tailed model of the attacker was formulated as a challenge in the computer
security research field [6]. In the paper we built a formal model of the Canvas
scheme in the applied pi-calculus. This model includes a model of the network
topology, communication channels, captured nodes, and capabilities of the at-
tacker. Formal modeling of the scheme helped us to better understand the fallacy
of the scheme. We proposed a solution for correcting the Canvas scheme, which
is based on explicit specification of an assumption and adding some check in the
protocol.

In the semantic model of the applied pi-calculus we specified the data integrity
property of the scheme. We proved that the fixed Canvas scheme in the presence
of an active adversary ensures the data integrity of messages. We proved this
property for an arbitrary communication graph and a set of captured nodes,
assuming that captured nodes are isolated in the communication graph.

The proposed formal model could be applied to other security protocols as
well. The applied pi-calculus allows us to model various cryptographic primitives.
Although we analyzed the Canvas scheme only manually, the ProVerif tool [5]
can be used for the automatical verification of correspondences [4]. However,
an automatical analysis could be done for a concrete communication graph and
a set of captured nodes. On the other hand, they can be generated automatically,
for example, by exhaustive listening of each other isomorphic communication
graphs with the fixed number of nodes.
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